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Hardcover: 175 pagesPublisher: Ananda Publishers (2014)Language: BengaliISBN-10: 9350400405ISBN-13: 978-9350400401DUE TO THE MASSIVE COVID SURGE, YOU MAY EXPERIENCE DELAYS IN THE DELIVERY OF YOUR PRODUCT. WE APOLOGISE FOR THE INCONVENIENCE. N.B: In case the price mentioned above has changed due to
the new edition / new print, we will contact you. PTI | Updated on: 06 Mar 2014, 12:09:08 PM New Delhi: Renowned author Bibhutibhushan Bandopadhyay's classic adventure book in Bengali "Chander Pahar", which paints a vivid portrait of Africa, is now available in the graphic novel format. Titled "Moon Mountain", the novel published by Penguin Books
India, has its script written by Saurav Mohapatra with illustrations by Sayan Mukherjee. Considered one of the greatest adventure novels in Bengali literature, "Moon Mountain" is a powerful tale of wanderlust and adventure and giving wings to one's dreams. It is the tale of Shankar Roy Chowdhury and his friend Diego Alvarez, a middle-aged Portuguese
explorer, as they make their way through the rugged wilderness of pre-World War I Africa in 1909-1910 and encounter wild beasts, lost tribes, labyrinthine trails, raging volcanoes, and mythical monsters that seem all too real, while in search of the fabled diamond mines of Richtersveld, the mountain of the moon. The graphic novel edition with beautiful and
evocative illustrations is a treat for comic book enthusiasts. It brings Bandopadhyay's vivid descriptions of the vast continent to life, while keeping the essence of the original story untouched. Mohapatra says he "lived and breathed" the book for a while, marvelling at the details that Bandopadhyay had infused into the narrative. "I had the impression that the
author must have travelled the length and breadth of Arica, and actually lived the tale he so wonderfully told," the dialogue writer says. "Bandopadhyay had never travelled to Africa. He culled the details about Africa its history, geography and biology from his extensive readings at the Calcutta Library. Imagine that, without Wikipedia, Google and such tools, he
crafted a narrative so rich and true about a place he'd never been to, using just research diligence and a healthy dollop of imagination. "He was one of us a reader, a dreamer," the California-based Mohapatra says. A movie based on the book was also released last December. Directed by Kamaleshwar Mukherjee, the film was shot on various locations
across Africa like the Kruger National Park, Kalahari Desert and jungles of Mpumalanga and is reportedly one of the most expensive movies ever made in Bengali film industry. Bandopadhyay wrote novels, short stories, travelogues, and detailed diaries, all in Bengali. His first novel, "Pather Panchali," was recognised as a landmark in Bengali fiction, and was
adapted into an award-winning film by Satyajit Ray. For all the Latest Lifestyle News, Travel & Books News, Download News Nation Android and iOS Mobile Apps. First Published : 06 Mar 2014, 12:07:00 PM Add a Review Chander Pahar (English: Mountain of the Moon) is a Bengali adventure novel written by Bibhutibhushan Bandopadhyay and published in
1937. The novel follows the adventures of a young Bengali man in the forests of Africa. The novel is one of the most-loved adventure novels in the Bengali literature and is one of Bibhutibhushan's most popular works. It spawned a media franchise. Number of Pages: 135 Availability: Available for Download (e-book) Let It Bleed Nicole I Nesca MY FAILED
LOVE STORIES RAVISH CHANDRA Flow Eisha Sarkar The Mucker Edgar Rice Burroughs Shop with confidence Safe and secured checkout, payments powered by Razorpay. Pay with Credit/Debit Cards, Net Banking, Wallets, UPI or via bank account transfer and Cheque/DD. Payment Option FAQs. Chander Pahar (English: Mountain of the Moon) is a
Bengali adventure novel written by Bibhutibhushan Bandopadhyay and published in 1937. The novel follows the adventures of a young Bengali man in the forests of Africa. The novel is one of the most-loved adventure novels in the Bengali literature and is one of Bibhutibhushan's most popular works. It spawned a media franchise. ISBN-13: 9781979944434
Publisher: CreateSpace Publishing Publication date: 11/22/2017 Pages: 136 Product dimensions: 6.00(w) x 9.00(h) x 0.29(d) Renowned author Bibhutibhushan Bandopadhyay's classic adventure book in Bengali "Chander Pahar", which paints a vivid portrait of Africa, is now available in the graphic novel format. Titled "Moon Mountain", the novel published
by Penguin Books India, has its script written by Saurav Mohapatra with illustrations by Sayan Mukherjee. Considered one of the greatest adventure novels in Bengali literature, "Moon Mountain" is a powerful tale of wanderlust and adventure and giving wings to one's dreams. It is the tale of Shankar Roy Chowdhury and his friend Diego Alvarez, a middleaged Portuguese explorer, as they make their way through the rugged wilderness of pre-World War I Africa in 1909-1910 and encounter wild beasts, lost tribes, labyrinthine trails, raging volcanoes, and mythical monsters that seem all too real, while in search of the fabled diamond mines of Richtersveld, the mountain of the moon. The graphic novel edition
with beautiful and evocative illustrations is a treat for comic book enthusiasts. It brings Bandopadhyay's vivid descriptions of the vast continent to life, while keeping the essence of the original story untouched. Mohapatra says he "lived and breathed" the book for a while, marvelling at the details that Bandopadhyay had infused into the narrative. "I had the
impression that the author must have travelled the length and breadth of Arica, and actually lived the tale he so wonderfully told," the dialogue writer says. "Bandopadhyay had never travelled to Africa. He culled the details about Africa - its history, geography and biology - from his extensive readings at the Calcutta Library. Imagine that, without Wikipedia,
Google and such tools, he crafted a narrative so rich and true about a place he'd never been to, using just research diligence and a healthy dollop of imagination. "He was one of us - a reader, a dreamer," the California-based Mohapatra says. A movie based on the book was also released last December. Directed by Kamaleshwar Mukherjee, the film was
shot on various locations across Africa like the Kruger National Park, Kalahari Desert and jungles of Mpumalanga and is reportedly one of the most expensive movies ever made in Bengali film industry. Bandopadhyay wrote novels, short stories, travelogues, and detailed diaries, all in Bengali. His first novel, "Pather Panchali," was recognised as a landmark
in Bengali fiction, and was adapted into an award-winning film by Satyajit Ray. Business Standard has always strived hard to provide up-to-date information and commentary on developments that are of interest to you and have wider political and economic implications for the country and the world. Your encouragement and constant feedback on how to
improve our offering have only made our resolve and commitment to these ideals stronger. Even during these difficult times arising out of Covid-19, we continue to remain committed to keeping you informed and updated with credible news, authoritative views and incisive commentary on topical issues of relevance. We, however, have a request. As we battle
the economic impact of the pandemic, we need your support even more, so that we can continue to offer you more quality content. Our subscription model has seen an encouraging response from many of you, who have subscribed to our online content. More subscription to our online content can only help us achieve the goals of offering you even better and
more relevant content. We believe in free, fair and credible journalism. Your support through more subscriptions can help us practise the journalism to which we are committed. Support quality journalism and subscribe to Business Standard. Digital Editor Title: Mountain of the MoonTranslated from Bengali by Jayanta SenguptaPublished by Rupa Faced with
the prospect of having to eke out a living as a jute mill clerk in his impoverished village for the rest of his life, Shankar Ray Choudhuri, having just come of age, bids farewell to his family and beloved Bengal to work as a railway construction camp storekeeper in Pre-World War I Uganda and, later, as a station master. One day, after Shankar saves the life of
Portuguese explorer and gold prospector Diego Alwarez, the latter informs him of a quest he had once undertook for el dorado-like diamond mines in the treacherous Richtersveld Mountains. The love of adventure and the lure of riches fuel a spirited odyssey where the two risk life and limb, traversing hitherto unexplored dense forests, verdant grasslands and
arid plains of the Dark Continent. Up against threats as colourful and varied as lurking snakes, prowling lions, ferocious tribals, poisonous roots, the fury of an active volcano and a seemingly supernatural horror that did Alvarez’s former partner in, the seasoned outdoorsman and Shankar, displaying alacrity through thick and thin, stalk their dream with grit
and single-mindedness. The Mountain of the Moon, a translation of Bibhutibushan Bandyophadyay’s (renowned for his novel Pather Panchali) Chander Pahar written in the 1930s, is a survivalist adventure story with sprinklings of the Bildungsroman and a cleverly insinuated horror element (the unspeakable Bunyip, the dreadful three-toed guardian of the
elusive diamond cache). With an easy-going simplicity (to the point of terseness for some) in a narrative that spans across several minute chapters, Jayanta Segupta’s translation, not employing words that have you scurrying off for the dictionary, indicates the copious amount of geographical research undertaken and a possible proclivity for the fiction of
Rider Haggard (among others) on the part of Bandyophadyay. Segupta, rightly, refrains from upgrading the names of places in the text (Zimbabwe is Rhodesia, Harare is Salisbury), which adds a quaintness to the story. If it’s the pairing of an Indian and European together in a still alien climate that piques the interest of experts who read into colonial
literature, they will be pleasantly surprised to learn that it’s the universal qualities in Alvarez such as valour and enterprise that Shankar is constantly fawning over, and not ‘whiteness’ or obscure ideals of enlightenment. The Mountain of the Moon, being ever so quaint and gripping, would be better remembered and endeared by readers (the assumption here
is that they are Bengali) who encountered it in their childhood, perhaps buried away in the adventure section of their dusty school library. Still, the adventures of Shankar who, armed with erroneous maps and supplies of baboon ham and coffee, seeks to make his mark in an untamed land make for an interesting read. Paragraph on The Adventurous Story
You Read Recently An Adventurous Story The Mountain of Moon (Chander Pahar)The Adventurous Story I Read Recently Recently I read an adventurous story full of thrill and excitement. It was Bibhutibhushan Bandopadhyay's Chander Pahar (The Mountain of the Moon, 1937) that deserves to be regarded as the full fledged popular adventure novel in
Bengali. It tells of the exploits of a Bengali youth Shankar Roy Chaudhary who undertook the most hazardous and venturesome journey to reach the Chander Pahar (The Mountain of the Moon) in Richtersveld, Africa in search of precious yellow diamond caves supposed to be guarded by a mythical monster Bunyip. In his pursuit, Shankar was accompanied
by Diego Alvarez, a middle-aged Portuguese explorer. So, lured by the prospect of precious yellow diamond, Shankar and Alvarez ventured again. In course of their journey, they had to face with many hardships like special tribal people, a raging volcano and Bunyip who killed Alvarez. But in a final duel with Shankar, Bunyip died and accidentally Shankar
found the diamond mines. He collected some yellow diamond taking them as normal stones. Demoralised, Shankar tried to return to civilisation and was lost in the desert of Kalahari. He was fortunately rescued by a survey team.
The whole story is filled with thrill and excitement. The author also provided a nice pictorial description of the setting of the
story. Each page of the book is transformed from wonder to wonder. It was really a memorable experience of reading the book Chander Pahar (The Mountain of the Moon)Click Below to Read More:Bad Effects of Plastic Bags Editor Letter Fire Broke Out in Multi Storied Building Report Story on An Ungrateful Tiger with MoralNon-finite Verbs Definition
Examples TypesVirtual Classroom Education Advantages and Disadvantages Book Name: চঁ ােদর পাহাড় (Chander Pahar) Book Writer: িবভূ িতভূ ষণ বে াপাধ ায় (Bibhutibhushan Bandopadhyay) Book Pages: 99 File Size: 2.54 MB Book Link 1. চঁ ােদর পাহাড় (Chander Pahar) Do you like this post? Share It!! SPECIAL OFFER SHIPPING FREE ‘Abar Chander Pahar’ is
based on Anindya Mukherjee’s curious journey from Mombasa, Kenya to the Rwenzori Mountains, aka ‘The Mountains of The Moon’ in Uganda. Inspired by Bibhuti Bhushan Bandyopadhyay’s Bengali adventure novel ‘Chander Pahar’ set in 1909 Africa, mountaineer-adventurer Anindya Mukherjee set out in 2015 in an attempt to retrace the footsteps of the
classic novel’s protagonist ‘Shankar’. In this book the author offers a peek behind the curtains into some of the real history, geopolitics and actual lore that influenced Bibhuti Bhushan’s own writing, and how each piece falls into the greater puzzle-scheme of early 20th-century Africa. Author: Anindya Mukherjee Hard Cover, 168 Pages Terms and Conditions
Items once booked can’t be cancelled. Amount paid for an item is non-refundable under all circumstances. Orders are dispatched on every Tuesday and Friday (except for pre-orders which is according to the date mentioned). Speechbubble Entertainment (SBE) reserves the right to postpone a pre-order for 45 days from the date of booking, For any delay in
shipment beyond 45 days, SBE will refund the pre-order money. The responsibility of SBE ends with handing over of the ordered items to our courier partners. Tracking numbers will be shared with the customer once the items are shipped. Orders are usually delivered within 3-12 days by our courier partners from the date of shipment, depending on the
shipping address. However, because of the corona virus endemic, our courier partners are working with reduced staff. Also, regular parcel service of Indian Railways is yet to resume. Hence, delivery may take longer than usual. chander pahar book in english pdf
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